
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_____________________ there merely that it might grow up a Castilian?1.
(it/take/?)

Was it being taken

She ____________________ away so far that she would never, never get
back.
2.

(carry)
was being carried

The house they had seen together near the river, under the Berkshire
downs, was still empty; and while it ________________ ready, they lived at a
London hotel.

3.

(get)
was being got

Could it be because they feared they _____________________?4. (watch)were being watched

The Horus missiles _____________________________.5. (not/intercept)were not being intercepted

But he knew the sort of quiet glance with which they
_________________________.
6.

(accompany)were being accompanied

Valuable time was passing and no help _____________________.7.
(obtain)

was being obtained

Neither of them seemed to be aware that a question
__________________.
8.

(ask)was being asked

However, when he had gone a short distance on his way he discovered
that he _____________________.
9.

(follow)was being followed

By the 20th, they _____________________ from the Adler.10. (water)were being watered

But he ____________________ at, not with, he knew.11. (laugh)was being laughed

The two persons were coming along slowly, as if to make certain that they
__________________________.
12.

(not/observe)were not being observed

Through all the struggle he had been aware of the shouts of voices, of
trampling of feet and discharge of firearms, and the thought came to him,
even through his own danger, that the Yankee ______________________ by
the pirates.

13.

(assault)
was being assaulted
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At several of the chapels, services _______________________; and
there was a large congregation, an ordinary church full, about each of them.
14.

(conduct)

were being conducted

The answer to this is that the hostility was exhibited by the captivity and
the intimation that Smith ___________________ to be eaten, and this was
permitted to stand.

15.

(fat)
was being fatted

He _______________________ forward from behind; he
__________________ forward from in front.
16.

(not/drive) (draw)
was not being driven

was being drawn

Then he became aware that something ___________________ from him.17.
(hide)

was being hidden

The minute details of the plan ____________________ in.18. (fill)were being filled

Now it ______________________ to them in a very different light.19.
(present)

was being presented

Captain Hart visited a bay where such a war _______________________
between two brothers, one of whom had been thought wanting in civility to the
guests of the other.

20.

(carry on)

was being carried on
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